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Just Sayin’ ... Alex Hentschel

Things you learn from living abroad

A

s you may or may not have known, I’m living in Valencia,
Spain this semester. And yes, still taking the time to write
Just Sayin’ columns — the miracle of the Internet! I’ve
learned so much about myself and life in general just being here,
and I thought I’d share some of the general revelations from my
time on the Mediterranean coast.
1) You are shaped by your geography.
You don’t realize until you get somewhere new that all of your basic needs
— human contact, conversation, food —
are all dependent on your language and
location. I landed here dead tired and had
to buy shampoo. If I was in the States, I’d
hop in my car, drive to Walmart, grab my
favorite brand and leave. Problem No. 1: no car; gotta walk. Problem No. 2: no Walmart, and no stores that you recognize except
Starbucks (they don’t have a Caramel Macchiato shower products
line, sadly). Problem No. 3: you don’t speak (or in my case, barely
speak) the language: what do all of these bottles say? You’ve gotta
cry a little bit, then pick one and hope it doesn’t turn your hair
magenta. Something as simple as an errand turns into a near-insurmountable obstacle, and you can’t let it get you down.
2) Friends are really important.
If you don’t start talking to people fast, you won’t know anyone at all, and you’ll feel very lonely in your little apartment in
the middle of a big city. There’s nothing that teaches you how to
make friends like being somewhere where you don’t have a single
connection. That being said …
3) It’s OK to be lonely.
You won’t know everyone, you won’t be able to communicate with everyone, and sometimes you just have to talk to you,
yourself and you until you settle in. Some nights everyone will be
busy, and you’ll have to settle for “Cable Girls” and a kiwi, and
that’s OK.

BEOC

(Big Event On Campus)
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4) Learning another language is the best — and the worst.
Seriously, it’s so frustrating when all you want to say is “Let’s
grab coffee on Tuesday” and it takes you 40 hand gestures, a sigh
of frustration and shuffling through verb conjugations in your
head. It’s so rewarding when a native speaker nods and smiles —
and so frustrating when they look at you like you knelt down and
licked the sidewalk. I’ve said more than a few questionable things
here and decided that it’s OK. Sometimes I don’t know which
language I’m speaking now, which is so rewarding.
5) Living with another family can be really enjoyable.
My host mom, who immediately started calling me her
daughter, is super kind and always trying to meet my needs —
expressed and unexpressed. We always have a fun time watching
soap operas. (She aggressively feeds me fruit. I haven’t eaten this
much fruit in my life. Send help.)
6) It’s OK to get lost.
One night I took a downtown bus instead of an uptown and
ended up an hour away from home with a dead phone and no
money at midnight. I asked for directions and walked. It was really
terrifying, but I made it home — and knew the city much better
as a result. Seriously, being lost is OK. Sometimes you find small
gelato stores and it’s a happy accident. Sometimes you cry at a bus
stop. Both ways you learn a lot about yourself in a crisis.
7) Church is home.
My first week here, I felt so disoriented. When I stepped
into a service and met other believers, I felt overwhelming relief
and joy. These were songs I know and the same God I serve. You
really learn to appreciate the church when you don’t have any
other home base.
I’m sure there’s a ton more to discover, and you can definitely learn these things at home. But this experience has stretched
and grown me intensely, and I wouldn’t have it any other way.
Nos vemos pronto, Cedarville.

Truth, Knowledge and Revelation with Dr Joshua Kira
3:30-5 p.m., Oct. 25, BTS 104
This lecture, organized by the Center for Biblical Integration, aims
to show the importance of how one approaches truth so as to possess
knowledge, with an application to the knowledge of God.

How has Cedarville changed
over the years?

Dr. Murray Murdoch

Distinguished History Professor
From my arrival at
Cedarville University
until today, I have had
the privilege of working
with godly professors,
staff members,
administrators, and
students who have
consistently stood for
the Word of God and the testimony of
Jesus Christ.
We have always been a discipleship
school, with an emphasis on genuine
spiritual growth. Chapel has always been
the key, unifying event that provides
daily teaching from the Word of God.
Discussions of Biblical worldview and the
integration of Scripture in the academic
disciplines has always characterized
Cedarville but has been emphasized in
increasing measure over the years.
Years ago a campus pastor was provided
so students could worship on campus
Sunday mornings. With increased
transportation available to students, the
campus pastor role was absorbed into a
student life and Christian Ministries. At
first, the traditional roles of Dean of Men,
Dean of Women, and Dean of Students
which were largely disciplinary, but now
have been expanded to include a strong
ministry emphasis.
In recent years, resident life has
sharpened its focus and emphasis on
discipleship. A discipleship ministries
position was added and is now
wonderfully staffed by Aaron Cook.
Christian Ministries has added a
Community of Biblical Council which
include discipleship programs for men,
women, and couples that have become
staples of Cedarville life.
Today we have a vibrant community of
administrators, faculty, staff and students
who seek to encourage one another as
we strive to grow together for the Word of
God and the testimony of Jesus Christ.
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Analysis: A Heated Debate
Climate change and the Christian dialogue
by Breanna Beers

F

or the past few decades, one question
has dominated environmental policy worldwide: Is the climate getting
warmer?
“The answer is yes,” biology professor
Dr. Bill Jones said definitively. “The real issue is, to what level are humans responsible
for this?”
On this question, Jones continued, the
evidence is mixed. On one hand, pollution
has dramatically increased since the Industrial Revolution. The warming effect of greenhouse gases is a known phenomenon; it’s just
a question of how great an impact it really has
on the temperature data scientists are seeing.
“We’re putting millions of tons of carbon
compounds into the air,” Jones said. “You
can’t think that nothing is going to happen.”
However, while man clearly has at least
some role in climate change, the environment
may also contribute to global warming, independent of human activity. According to
Jones, the climate tends to shift by a few degrees every 1,500-2,000 years between warmer and cooler cycles. Some scientists suggest
that the current trend may simply be the earth
entering a new warm phase; others counter
that the recent spike in global temperatures
happened much too fast to be solely natural.
The current climate data can’t definitively prove the effects of either human or environmental contribution to global warming; it
only shows that climate change is happening.
So how serious a risk does it actually pose?
Jones described several ways global
warming is slowly beginning to affect the
experiences and livelihood of people around
the globe. There are nine fewer frosty days
on average for Ohio farmers, for example,
which could lead to an additional crop cycle
and/or the earlier invasion of insects and
pests. Mosquitos are taking on new dormancy patterns in the north and tuna are
moving into arctic waters. While these may
seem like tiny, insignificant shifts, they have
a greater impact than many guess.
These small but cumulative effects
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of climate change slip under the radar
for many of us, said biology professor Dr.
Mark Gathany. The majority of Americans
don’t live in areas or work in industries that
demonstrate daily evidence of the effects of
climate change. Besides, he said, America
has more resources than most countries to
cope with these changes.
“We live most of our lives in 70 degrees
anyways, winter or summer,” Gathany said.
“It will be more of a problem for other people
internationally than it will be for us, because
we’ll have the money to adapt where other
nations won’t. But if you travel abroad, you’ll
talk to people who are feeling it already.”
Gathany described crop irregularities
in southern Africa leading to famines, melting of glaciers in the Andes disrupting local
ecosystems, and droughts in Sudan triggering waves of political violence. The creation
mandate in Genesis 1:28 calls us to stewardship of the earth, Gathany said — not for the
sake of the earth itself, but for our common
good and for God’s glory. Caring for the environment is caring for people.
However, when it comes to predicting
what will happen if this trend continues,
Jones was hesitant to make any outright
assertions. He emphasized that while predictions have value, it is important to recognize them as what they are: guesses about
a fundamentally unknowable future, based
on models with a limited amount of data.
“As believers, we ought to start looking
at ways to address this issue,” Jones said.
“But there’s been a lot of speculation in the
past that hasn’t come to fruition, so I’m cautious about speculating on what’s going to
happen in the future.”
Enter the politicians. A 2012 study
by Yale professor Dan Kahan and several
co-authors published in the journal “Nature
Climate Change” found that scientific literacy, mathematical skills, and logical reasoning abilities had little to no effect on Americans’ concern about climate change. What
did? Political party.
Kahan and his co-authors found that
when participants were sorted based on

their answers to various questions designed
to reveal political positions, the results became clear: hierarchical-individualists (aka
Republicans) tended to see little danger
attached to climate change, while egalitarian-communitarians (aka Democrats) tended to respond with more concern.
Politics professor Dr. Marc Clauson
was unsurprised by these findings; the politicization of this issue was inevitable in
an age of pettily polarized debate. Climate
change is an ideal campaign issue, he said,
due to the emotional response of voters, the
extremist views at either end, and the subjectivity of the data to interpretation.
“It’s good for getting elected,” Clauson
said. “Neither side wants to go toward a
moderate position; they both want to move
toward opposite poles to oppose each other
and to draw the voters they need to draw.
And then we don’t even think; we just use
the parties as our proxies.”
The Kahan study also found that,
counterintuitively, both views tended to
strengthen their positions with increased
scientific literacy. In other words, more educated Republicans tended to be less concerned about climate change than their less
scientifically minded counterparts, while
more educated Democrats were moreso.
These results show that there are intelligent, informed individuals on both sides
of the debate — and that these people are
even more talented than the rest of us at
organizing the facts to fit their own ideas
— what Kahan calls “motivated reasoning.”
When engaging with issues such as climate
change, theology professor Dr. J.R. Gilhooly cautioned Christians in particular against
letting their ideology become their identity
before the outside world.
“It’s common in these discussions for
there to be a viewpoint that becomes necessary to have to maintain the identity,” Gilhooly said. “Then, from the perspective of
the outsider, they see our view on something
like climate change as being essentially of the
same importance to us as our view on, for example, the authority of Scripture. And they

shouldn’t be the same in importance.”
While Christians can and should be
actively involved in the political sphere,
Gilhooly said, too many believers consider
themselves Christian conservatives rather
than conservative Christians. The confusion
of political agenda with biblical worldview
becomes a turnoff to unbelievers from going
anywhere near the church.
“We want to be careful about letting the
gospel be in the center, and if there’s implications for gospel living in other areas, making
a clear distinction between, ‘This is how we’re
applying our best wisdom to these decisions,’
and, ‘This is essential to our identity,’” Gilhooly said. “Particularly when we’re acting as a
political faction as opposed to God’s church.”
So how should Christians engage wisely
in this sphere, on this issue? To an extent,
that comes down to each individual’s convictions. Various solutions have been proposed, each favoring a different side in the
controversial balance between industrial
production and care for its costs.
Gilhooly pointed out that even if climate
change is totally unaffected by human activity, it still seems like a good idea to reduce
emissions, despite potential economic costs.
“I’m not sure that the pursuit of material prosperity is what constitutes human
flourishing, so if there had to be a forestalling of some of these things so that we polluted less, super,” Gilhooly said.
The challenge, however, is that these
economic costs do come with serious consequences — not just for individual businesses, but for the national economy.
The reality is that if climate change is
truly a global phenomenon, it will take global-scale effort to slow or reverse it. However,
any global climate accords, such as the Paris
Agreement of 2016, are likely to give the United States an especially heavy burden as one of
the world’s leading producers. While it makes
sense for the U.S. to take responsibility for its
contribution, Clauson said, heavy limitations
on emissions often restrict economic output.
According to Clauson, as a world leader
in power, profit, and pollution, the United
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States is caught in a catch-22 when it comes to these efforts.
If the U.S. denies the restrictions imposed by a global climate
agreement, other nations are incentivized to increase their
production and pollution to fill the competitive gap left by the
scaling back of the American economic contribution. However, if the U.S. accepts carbon restrictions, other nations
are still incentivized to increase their output to compete with
American industry.
Yet, according to Gathany, the environmental externalities associated with continuing to do “business as usual” have
consequences that increase with every year they are left unaddressed. As of Syria’s signing in 2017, every nation in the world
has ratified the Paris Climate Agreement except the United
States. While some may view the burden placed on the U.S. as
disproportionately heavy, analysis by Yunguang Chen and Marc
A.C. Hafstead of Resources for the Future indicates that the estimated cost would be only about $20 per citizen per year.
Despite this, the current administration has declared its
intent to withdraw the U.S. from the Paris Climate Agreement in early 2019 (the soonest it is legally allowed to do so).
So instead, Clauson favors a domestic solution that revolves
around economists’ favorite word: incentives.
“What you need is some kind of set of institutional arrangements that will provide the right incentives for the right
behavior that will lead to the right kinds of outcomes over a
long period,” Clauson said.
According to Clauson, the key to effective environmental
policy is giving businesses a sense of ownership over environmental resources. This looks different for different types and sizes of businesses, Clauson acknowledged, and will require careful
thought for individual cases rather than the broad, bureaucratic
solutions that are often proposed and often problematic.
Yet as challenging as this is, there’s also another group of
nations that tend to suffer disproportionately when it comes to
drafting global climate standards, even more than the United
States. It’s the same group that also tends to receive the brunt
of climate change’s effects: the least developed countries.
According to Clauson, these nations often have standards
imposed on them by international bodies due to their dependence on foreign aid. However, excessive climate restrictions
also limit these nations’ ability to economically advance, which
can lock them in the cycle of poverty. Yet maybe the opposite
approach would be even more effective at addressing both climate change and the economic struggles of these less developed countries: opening trade and increasing investment.
“The trend is that as nations get wealthier, they are much
more concerned about environmental protection,” Clauson
said. “In the long run, there will be a reduction in pollution overall, which should reduce global warming if it’s man-made. The
question is, as always, how long do you want to wait? Which is
more costly, in terms of lives and of human flourishing?”
In the end, many of the discussions around climate change
come down to this question. Which is more costly, regulating
emissions or risking greater natural disasters around the world?
Which is more costly, converting to clean energy or adjusting to
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On the front lines, Dr. Sally Canning is a
fighter for social change. She is committed
to training psychologists and counselors
for the benefit of serving poor and urban
populations. Join a Psy.D. Program where
100% of students matched with pre-doctoral
internships every year since 2013.
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droughts? Which is more costly, taking a chance on a global climate agreement or genetically engineering crops to adjust to
new harsh conditions? Which is more costly, creating technology to mitigate climate change or finding new ways to adapt to it?
All of this depends on each person’s views on what climate change is, how it is caused, and what its future effects
may be. Clearly, there are still more questions than answers
on these topics. Still, Jones encouraged believers to let biblical principles guide their thinking and their discussion, wherever they land on this issue.

“As believers, we have been guilty at times of allowing
our political allegiances to cloud our biblical thinking,” Jones
said. “We are first and foremost citizens of God’s kingdom …
and we are reminded that we work His creation for His honor
and glory.”
Breanna Beers is a sophomore molecular and cellular biology major and the interim off-campus news editor for Cedars. She loves exercising curiosity, hiking new trails, and
quoting “The Princess Bride” whether it’s relevant or not.
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Too Close for Comfort
Students from Cincinnati respond to the recent downtown shooting that took three lives
by Jacob Oedy

“T

here was a shooting today in…”
This headline is all too common
in American media. In the 17
years that have passed since 9/11, senseless shootings and bombings have become
a frighteningly routine occurrence — until it
happens on your doorstep.
Many Cedarville students experienced
this kind of shock after the shooting in
downtown Cincinnati on Sept. 6. Freshman
and Cincinnati native Emma Waywood was
deeply impacted by the nearness of the tragedy.
“It just hits very close to home, because
when you see that kind of thing on the news
it doesn’t really register for you because
you think, ‘Oh, yeah, that’s happening over
there,’ but when it’s so close to home it’s a
very different feeling,” Waywood said. “It’s
very sobering.”
The attack occurred inside the Fifth
Third Center at Cincinnati’s well-known
Fountain Square around 9 a.m. In the nearly five minutes between the gunman’s first
shot and his death at the hands of the police,
three Cincinnati citizens were killed and
two more were injured.
Construction supervisor Richard Newcomer, Fifth Third consultant Prudhvi Raj
Kandepi, and bank worker Luis Calderon all
lost their lives in the attack. Whitney Austin,
meanwhile, received 12 gunshot wounds before being dragged away by a security guard.
She and Brian Sarver survived their wounds.
Dozens of others avoided the hailstorm of
bullets by running from the lobby or hiding
in bathrooms or under desks.
The senseless attack could have lasted longer and cost more lives if not for the
quick, professional, and heroic response of
the Cincinnati Police Department. Within
four minutes of the first gunshot, officers had
surrounded the building in an attempt to find
and stop the gunman, who carried hundreds
of rounds in a black bag. Recently released
body camera footage depicts them moving
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Photo by Derek Jensen (Tysto), 2005, Wikimedia Commons
Aerial view of the Fifth Third Bank, where the recent shooting took place.
around the outside of the building before locating the gunman and subduing him with
several rounds fired through a window.
The consequences of the attack will linger indefinitely for the survivors, loved ones
of the lost, and the broader Cincinnati community.
“It was kind of shocking because I had
recently been down there that past weekend,” Waywood said. “It could easily have
been me if he had just come a few days
sooner.”
Her sentiment is certainly shared by
those who consider Cincinnati their home

city, including myself. It is difficult not to
feel in some way offended or angered by the
attack. In another more obvious way, I feel
threatened.
Whenever we hear about the most recent shooting, we quickly convince ourselves
that such tragedies only belong to places and
people so distant the story could almost be
fiction. Surely, we think, it could never happen to us. But when I think about the video of
police officers shooting at the gunman from a
place I’ve stood, it becomes undeniably real.
I, like Emma, faced the sudden revelation
that it could happen to me.

Fountain Square is the symbolic center
of the city. You cannot be a Cincinnati resident without being familiar with it.
Last fall, I ate at a Brazilian steakhouse
across the street from the bank with the
guys in my high school class. This spring,
I visited the Graeters inside the Fifth Third
building with my girlfriend after seeing
a show at the Aranoff Center just a block
away. On Sept. 6, a panicked woman hid
in the bathroom of that same Graeters and
frantically called the police. Had the attack
occurred on any number of other days this
year, I could have lost my life or the life of
someone I hold dear.
And so, while Emma and I are not survivors of the event, as members of the Cincinnati community, we cannot help feeling
shocked and saddened by it. It lingers with
us, and all of Cincinnati, in a way that, at
the risk of sounding callous, other shootings did not. And as a member of the Cincinnati community, as someone who considers it home, I want to join it in honoring
the lost.
You may have noticed that the gunman
has not been referred to by name in this article. This is out of a desire to dissuade others from seeking recognition or attention
through senseless violence.
I also want to issue a sincere statement
of gratitude and pride to the Cincinnati
Police Department. While the badge has
unfortunately been tainted by the racist or
discriminatory actions of a few officers, the
men and women of the CPD reminded the
country of the true meaning of the uniform:
the protection of the public. Without our
fearless and prepared police department,
Cincinnati would certainly be mourning the
loss of far more than three.
Jacob Oedy is a freshman journalism major and a staff writer for off-campus news
and arts and entertainment. He enjoys creative writing, investigating, and hanging
out with the best hall on campus, Brock 3
East.
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Forced Out of Nicaragua
Missionaries, including CU student’s parents, forced to abandon ministry as Ortega clings to regime
by Jacob Oedy

F

or the past five months, a raging fire
of protest has broken out across Nicaragua as citizens seek to oust the
current administration. The government
has fought back with a heavy hand, pushing
the situation ever closer to a civil war. Like
any war, the one in Nicaragua has caused
collateral damage.
That damage has forced missionaries
out of the country, including the parents of
Cedarville freshman Andrew Holsinger.
In early April, the Nicaraguan government, led by President Daniel Ortega, announced a new social security policy to increase taxes while simultaneously lowering
benefits. The policy marked the latest in a
series of costly economic blunders by Ortega’s administration and finally pushed the
people of Nicaragua past the breaking point.
Across the country, citizens rallied to protest
the new policy and the president behind it.
Ortega fought back. The protests took
a deadly turn as the Nicaraguan authorities responded with lethal force, firing live
rounds into throngs of angry, but peaceful,
protesters. Months of civilian protests and
police brutality have followed, resulting in
more than 320 deaths, according to newstimes.com.
Holsinger, whose family has been deployed as missionaries to Nicaragua for
multiple years, knows of a specific case of
police cruelty in retaliation to anti-government sentiment.
“There was one time during the protests where the police wanted to borrow
someone’s house for a sniper’s post,”
Holsinger said. “The people who owned
the house wouldn’t let them in, so the police barricaded the house up and put boards
over the windows and over the doors so they
couldn’t get out and set the whole place on
fire. [They] burned the parents and their
three kids from four and under.”
But death is not all that protesters have
to fear, according to Holsinger.
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A woman raises a Nicaraguan flag near a burning barricade.
“They have a squad now where they go
around kidnapping people,” Holsinger said.
“Then they’re never heard from again. Anybody who’s in the protests could be taken
away and you’ll never know what happened
to them. People would rather be shot than
taken away, because they don’t know what
happens. The protests started back in Marc.
It’s September now, and they still don’t
know what happened to those people.”
Meanwhile, the church is struggling

Photo by Voice of America, 2018. Wikimedia Commons.

to care for the wounded and mourning in a
declining economy and increasing lawlessness. As a response to the violence across
Nicaragua, many mission organizations
have required missionaries like the Holsingers to pull out of Nicaragua, leaving the
country’s churches without a vital source
of revenue. Missionaries usually serve as a
financial go-between for American and foreign churches, and their absence has left the
Nicaraguan church overwhelmed, under-

funded and confused.
“The church is still going strong, but
it’s hard for them when all the missionaries pull out because it feels like ‘We’re here,
we have to stay here, we can’t leave, and yet
you’re leaving when the going gets tough,’”
Holsinger said.
The situation has been taxing on the
missionaries as well.
“My parents feel like they abandoned
their friends in Nicaragua and the people
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they were working with,” Holsinger said. “They would like
to get back as soon as possible.”
And while many missionaries desire to return to
their fields, the conflict must subside before many organizations are willing to send them back. So the question
remains, can Nicaragua regain peace? Political science
professor Dr. Glen Duerr spoke on whether civil war
could be avoided and what peaceful paths the country
could pursue.
“Sometimes when a protest has lasted this long, with
this many deaths involved, it’s hard to turn back,” Duerr said.
It remains to be seen if Ortega surrendered any opportunity to restore his relationship with Nicaragua when he
authorized police to fire on a host of protesters on Mother’s Day. The May 31 rally was held in honor of those who
had lost children to the protests but ended in another cruel
demonstration of Ortega’s unrelenting attempt to silence
his criticizers. The shooting resulted in the death of more
than 16 and injury to 88, according to CNN reports.
For many Nicaraguans, the obvious solution appears to
be the removal of Ortega from office. But Duerr explained
several obstacles to that course of action, the first of which
being Ortega’s refusal to relinquish his power.
“There’s a part of me that thinks he’s a real dictator in
the Marxist, Stalinist mold, and he’ll crush dissent,” Duerr

said.
If Ortega continues to cling to his office, the result could
prove devastating for all of Central America. A Nicaraguan
civil war against Ortega could quickly inspire other nations
to overthrow similar leaders, such as Hugo Chavez in Venezuela or Evo Morales in Bolivia. Duerr said that a rash of
civil wars is a real and frightening possibility.
“That’s the danger, because in the political science academic literature, one of the major markers, indicators, of
civil war is being in a conflict-prone region,” Duerr said. “So
once one country is enveloped in some form of larger conflict or conflagration, it can destabilize neighbors.”
Even if Ortega decided to step away peaceably, his removal would have to be orchestrated carefully.
“It would help in the long term, but it would, in the
short term, leave a power vacuum,” Duerr said. “You have
to have some form of provisional, transitory government to
get you to the next election … a military general could be
useful to maintain stability, but if that general just decides
to stay in power, Nicaragua goes backwards.”
Instead, Duerr suggested a more stable alternative.
“The best solution might be: Ortega stays in for the next
four or five months, takes asylum somewhere … and then
the next election occurs and we see a transition in power,”
Duerr said.

Large crowds demonstrate against the Ortega regime in Managua, Nicaragua.
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The future of Nicaragua has teetered on a dangerous
ledge for several months now and the time for resolution
is drawing increasingly near. If Ortega cannot find a way
to appease the people, he will either face an early removal
from office or a fiery civil war that could consume all of Central America.
“The next month or so will be telling,” Duerr said. “If
the protests remain, if people continue to die, refugees are
fleeing, that’s a very very bad sign for Nicaragua.”
As the world anxiously watches the unstable country
and missionaries eagerly wait to return to the people of Nicaragua, a people that need the gospel now more than ever,
Holsinger encouraged Christians to respond to the situation
by praying for the Nicaraguan churches.
“Pray that they will be able to do their work without
being interrupted by the police,” Holsinger said. “Pray that
the people will try to keep the protests peaceful, not to antagonize the police into doing anything that would endanger
the lives of the public. Pray that the churches will get the
resources they need in order to do their work.”
Jacob Oedy is a freshman journalism major and a staff
writer for off-campus news and arts and entertainment.
He enjoys creative writing, investigating, and hanging out
with the best hall on campus, Brock 3 East.

Photo by Voice of America, 2018. Wikimedia Commons
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Integrated Business Core Changing and Rebranding
by Shelby McGuire

T

his year, Cedarville’s Integrated
Business Core, or IBC, is revamping.
Instead of merely setting up tables in
the lower level of the SSC and asking people to take surveys, the IBC is changing its
structure, expanding its marketing and developing a new brand.
Last spring, all 32 students in the IBC
decided it was time to rebrand. Shaun
Mitchell, one of those 32 students, became
the Brand Image Director.
Like his fellow businesspeople-to-be,
Mitchell was part of a small business unit,
or SBU. Each group of five or six members
begins to develop a product during the
spring semester of their sophomore year,
and markets it mostly during the fall semester of their junior year.
Last year, each SBU worked on formulating rebranding ideas. Mitchell took the
reins on his SBU’s work and came up with
the brand idea that the IBC adopted.
He knew that he wanted to make the
new company as biblical as possible, and
being a lover of the biblical Greek language,
he took to the Greek dictionary. He searched
the words for faith, Jesus, and salvation, but
he finally landed on the word neos. New.
“It’s succinct, sounds good, and it’s already biblically integrated,” Mitchell said.
There’s several reasons that Mitchell
chose the word “new” for the IBC’s rebranding initiative. For one, the IBC is new every
year: new people, new products. This year,
they’re taking a new approach to business
and to the way they are perceived on campus.
Finally, it indicates new life in Jesus Christ,
and provides a mode for talking about that.
“It’s hard to deny that new life,” Mitchell said, “and this new truth that we get to
live by, and so we wanted to incorporate
that into our business.”
Neos also stands for New Endeavors of
Service.
“It’s a really kind of cool way that we’re
able to use that word to display what we’re
pursuing with the company,” Mitchell said.
Mitchell believes that business from a
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Business student Shaun Mitchell helped lead
the effort to rebrand the IBC as Neos this
year and developed the logo that will appear
on all products.
Christian perspective means serving customers with products or services, and he
wants Neos to do this.
In the past, the IBC has marketed
cheaper, less meaningful products. This
year, Mitchell said, the SBUs will sell products with more significance. This means
that they will cost more, but Mitchell said
that he believes they will do well because
they conducted market research to find out
what products people want.
The SBUs will be selling a devotional, a
Joy Box, Flu Requisite, a Jordan Lee Dooley event, an anatomy booklet and a product
that is still in the brainstorming stage.
Though independent of each other, the
SBUs all fall under Neos. Mitchell drew Neos
as an oval from which branched six subovals, each representing an SBU. Belonging
to Neos allows the SBUs to apply for one loan
to use for their businesses rather than six.
The IBC also donates all profits to charity,
and having those profits under one parent
company makes donating easier. Neos also
gives all the SBUs a common mission: to
serve customers with their products.
Mitchell’s drawing also illustrated a
change in the structure of the company.
Unlike previous years in the IBC, there will
be no corporate structure — no designated
president, vice president, directors, or managers. This will help with communication,
said Senior Andrew Hutton, who was part
of the IBC last year and this year is acting as
an advisor to the current SBUs, among var-

ious other jobs.
“It was like playing telephone,” Hutton
said, describing the communication process
during his IBC year. “The message would
be distorted because it went through two or
three different people.”
This year, if an individual or an SBU
needs something, they can just go directly to
Hutton, or if the professors or Hutton need
to get a message to the SBUs, they just talk
right to them.
Neos is also going to expand its market beyond the lower SSC, Mitchell said.
They’re going to re-do the IBC website so
that it’s easy to navigate, and through that,
they hope to reach an off-campus market.
Both Mitchell and Hutton expressed
their desire to change the way Cedarville
students see the IBC and they want to do
that through Neos.
Hutton said that Neos will work on

its image and its distinction from the IBC
by placing the Neos logo on every product,
having a chapel slide (if they can land it),
and partnering with other campus groups
like SGA.
Mitchell hopes that Neos will last beyond this year, but recognizes the possibility that future IBC students will also want
to rebrand. He believes that business from
a Christian perspective should bring glory
to God by marketing something worthwhile
and telling people about Jesus. Through
Neos, he hopes that IBC students will serve
others, and through them, that people will
see Jesus.
Shelby McGuire is a sophomore journalism major and Campus News Co-editor for
Cedars. She enjoys working out as well as
feeding her caffeine addiction pretending
that she has her life together.
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New
Stinger
Takes
Center
Stage
The new Stinger athletics mascot greets Dr. Thomas White in chapel.

by Callahan Jones

I

n May of 2009, Cedarville University unveiled a new
logo for their athletic department, featuring a fierce and
lean wasp as the centerpiece. Eight years after taking up
this redesigned Yellow Jackets mantle, the school now has
a mascot to match.
“Ever since we updated the logo, there’s been a roadmap to fully integrate it around the school,” said Chad Jackson, creative director for Creative Services at Cedarville.
“We wanted the logo on the gym floor in Callan, but we had
to wait to do that until it was time to resurface that floor.
Stinger is another one of the things on that roadmap.”
This new Stinger was designed by collaboration between
Street Characters, a company that designs and handcrafts
mascots, and the school’s Creative Services department.
“We communicated to Street Characters what we wanted to communicate and then they came back to us with
initial sketches,” Jackson said. “Then it was a process of iteration. They’d send us a design, we’d send them feedback
and ideas, and then soon they’d get back to us with the next
round of sketches.”
Jackson said the second sketch, known as design B, was
actually quite close to the end product. However, the final
sketch was in the realm of J, the 10th iteration.
“Past a certain point, we were focusing on small details,” Jackson said. “How muscular should he be, how big
should his smile be. We’ve found it funny that so many stu-
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dents latched onto how Stinger has muscles now. It was just
another small detail; he could have been even more muscular if we wanted him to be.”
Designing the new Stinger also presented some challenges for the school. Since Stinger is the face of the athletic
department, and in some ways of the entire student body,
his design needed to reflect the Christian values that Cedarville holds.
“We were asking ourselves questions like, ‘How do you
combine the spirit of competition with the values of the gospel?’,” Jackson said. “We wanted Stinger to communicate
both of these things. He needed to be friendly yet intimidating, so it was a unique challenge.”
Beyond the much-needed design update, the new
Stinger is also full of practical upgrades. The school had the
previous Stinger costume for years. According to Stephanie
Zonars, assistant athletic director for marketing and sponsorships at Cedarville, it was lacking in multiple ways.
“Our old costume was actually a refurbish of the previous costume we had before we changed the logo,” Zonars
said. “I think they just sewed some blue onto it and cleaned
it up. It’s been eight years since that point. It had seen better
days and wasn’t as safe as it could be for the performer.”
There was only one Stinger costume for two performers, often leaving one performer to wear a sweaty outfit after
the first was done with it. It didn’t have proper arms and
legs, forcing the performer to wear a blue spandex suit to
fill in the gaps. The performer had to wear their own tennis

Photo by Scott Huck
shoes. It lacked the padding and the comfort-related features that many modern mascot costumes have. On top of
this, this old mascot looked nothing at all like the intimidating yellow jacket present in the school’s logo. The new
suit comes with many new features to help the performer
through a long time wearing the suit.
“Stinger now has proper ventilation and padding,” said
Zonars. “It also has straps throughout the outfit to help keep
the outfit close to the performers body and make it more
comfortable to wear. He has arms and legs and his own
shoes. All around, it’s much better.”
One of the most important changes isn’t as apparent
as most of the others are: The school actually bought two
Stingers.
“Having two costumes allows for us to have one for
each performer,” Zonars said. “There’s less wear on each
costume and our second performer won’t have to worry
about getting into a sweaty Stinger.”
Overall, the new Stinger outfit is better than the old one
in both visual design and in practicality and safety for the
performers who use it.
“I think this costume represents what Cedarville is all
about very well,” Zonars said. “Excellence in effort.”
Callahan Jones is a senior journalism major and the Digital and Design editor for Cedars. In his free time, he enjoys
making coffee, being overly critical about music and playing games with friends.
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Excellence in Education
Dr. Murray Murdoch is recognized as distinguished professor of history
by Shelby McGuire

“D

istinguished professor indeed,”
Dr. Thomas White said as he
concluded his speech to publicly and formally recognize Dr. Murray Murdoch as distinguished professor of history.
After 53 years of dedicating his life to
serving Cedarville University, students and
faculty alike let out a long-bated breath as
this announcement was made in chapel.
A roaring round of applause and standing
ovation ensued for several minutes.
The title “Distinguished Professor” is
not a rank or a promotion. It is the highest
honor that the university bestows based on
a set of qualifications including excellent
teaching abilities, effective faith integration, extensive scholarly effort and active
Christian ministry pursuits. Additionally, a
distinguished professor will demonstrate a
commitment to the university and to the local church that is above and beyond the call
of duty. This title is also representative of a
national or international reputation.
Murdoch’s commitment to the university and its students is evident through
his extensive involvement on campus. Dr.
Thomas Mach, chair of the Department of
History, joked that Murdoch has been involved in every committee Cedarville has.
Murdoch has held many titles, from tennis
coach to department chair. He was also the
original faculty advisor of the men’s org Alpha Chi and was instrumental in helping
them start CU EMS.
Murdoch has used his gift of teaching
to serve the Lord outside the classroom in
local church ministry. Until recently, he
spent time preaching and acting as interim
pastor at churches in the area. He has since
had to step down from these engagements
and focus all of his energy into his students
and the classes he is teaching.
Biblical integration is a prevailing
theme in Murdoch’s classroom. He strives
to make the Bible the center of his courses.
He equips students with biblical analytical
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Photo by Kelsey Feuerhak
Distinguished professor Dr. Murray Murdoch often begins his class with a story.
skills and teaches them how to apply those
skills to everyday life.
His students marvel at the way he teaches history like he is telling a story, making

them forget that they are in a classroom
listening to a lecture. Junior history major
Rachel Terrell compares Murdoch’s history
class to sitting around a campfire listening to

a sweet grandfather figure tell stories.
Murdoch has always taught large classes. His largest class ever, 237 students, had
to be taught in the DeVries Theatre. Even
in these large classes, Murdoch has always
made it a point to connect with students on
a personal level and be there for them when
they need it most. His office door is always
open to his students, whether they need
help studying for a test, are having difficulty
understanding class material, are struggling
with a relationship or are dealing with a
problem at home.
Murdoch said, “I always tell students
that if there is a stump they are having trouble pulling to come see me and we will pull
it together.”
He has had this kind of impact on student’s lives since the beginning of his career.
Dr. Kevin Sims, senior professor of history
at Cedarville, remembers spending a lot of
time getting guidance in Murdoch’s office
as a student. It was he who inspired Sims to
study history. Sims said that Murdoch has a
true international reputation because of the
impact he has had on so many students.
“His students are everywhere around
the globe and they know him,” Sims said.
“They are probably like me, they are in that
place because of something from him.”
Murdoch said that he is humbled in receiving the honor of distinguished professor
and he is grateful to the university for recognizing his time and work here. Above all
else, he is thankful for his students.
“You kids have been my whole life for
over half a century,” he said. “I love my students and they have fashioned a lot of what
I think and do. I just feel blessed and humbled to be a part of this institution. … My
heart and soul have always been here at Cedarville.”
Shelby McGuire is a sophomore journalism major and Campus News Co-editor for
Cedars. She enjoys working out as well as
feeding her caffeine addiction pretending
that she has her life together.
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Meet the New Chair of the Social Work Department
by Shelby McGuire

H

e has labeled Apple 122 the “No Stress Zone” with
a wooden sign hanging on the wall. Soft lighting
and trickling water also add to the calming effect
for stressed students who come to his office for help with
classwork and course scheduling.
This is the office of Dr. Michael Sherr, Cedarville’s new
chair of the Department of Social Work. He’s been through
the stress of an unusual life path and is here to help.
Sherr has been a professor and administrator at secular and faith-based schools. He comes to Cedarville with
an impressive resume including extensive practical experience in behavioral health, hospital and hospice settings and
is editor-in-chief of the Journal of Human Behavior in the
Social Environment. Sherr is an internationally recognized
authority in the field of biblical social work. He has been
published over 80 times including three books with a fourth
coming soon.
Sherr’s unlikely path to becoming an internationally
recognized Christian scholar started in Long Island, New
York, where he grew up in a close-knit Jewish community.
He was born the grandson of the wealthy head elder family of
the local synagogue. He attended 10 years of Hebrew school
learning the language of the Torah, learning how to pray to
God, and getting in a lot of trouble. With a constant routine of
turmoil and strife in his home, Sherr said he was left to have
free range of the streets of Long Island as a lost and wayward
teenager “believing in nothing and partaking in everything.”
He knew from an early age how depraved he was. He
called out to God every time he got in trouble hoping that
his God would have mercy on his lonely, miserable soul and
get him out of trouble just one more time.
During his college years, things didn’t get much better
at first. His dad paid his rent for an apartment near his local
community college and he enrolled in classes, but he only
put effort into keeping up his grades for the first few weeks.
He eventually dropped out of school.
Then Sherr met Stacey Wells. Wells was a believer and
came from a devoted Christian family. Stacey and her family showed him the love of Christ through the love they had
for each other even though they had little else in material
wealth. It was a stark contrast to the Mishegoss (yiddish
for family drama) from his own home despite the plenteous
provisions they had been blessed with.
Sherr married Stacy and began attending church with
her to be a good husband. He started to get more and more
involved in the church, singing and playing softball. Sherr
appreciated how members of the church would always come
around to help them when they needed it.
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Photo taken by Kelsey Feuerhak
Dr. Michael Sherr, Cedarville’s new chair in the Department
of Social Work, brings extensive practical experience to the
position and is an internationally recognized authority in the
field of biblical social work.
As a young Jewish man attending a Christian church,
Sherr was having an identity crisis that he continuously tried to push to the back of his mind. When Sherr was
23, his mother became sick and died of cancer, and he was
forced to confront his beliefs. His rabbi couldn’t provide a
definitive answer to whether his mother was in heaven or
hell, and at that point he realized “it was all too human.”
He didn’t want to have to go to leaders and rabbis to find
the answers he needed, so he went to the Bible that his wife
had bought for him. As he read the Bible he could not ignore
Jesus any longer. He realized that Jesus was the promised
Messiah who could rescue him from his sins and doubts.
Sherr went back to school to earn his degree in social
work with a new motivation and direction in life. He worked
hard to earn his degree while delivering pizzas to support
his wife and children. After earning his bachelor’s and master’s degrees, he went on to finish his doctorate in just two
and a half years, delivering pizzas up until the day he defended his dissertation.
As a full-time educator, he confronted the most meaningful turning point in his career at a conference for Christian educators in Louisville, Kentucky. Something caught
Sherr’s attention at the conference during a group discussion that Dr. George Huff, social work professor at Cedarville, happened to be a part of. There was a young social
work student who was volunteering at the conference who
suddenly started crying in the middle of their discussion on
biblical integration in the classroom.
When they asked her what was wrong, she explained that

one of her classmates had recently passed away. The leaders
of her department did not address the situation and counsel
their students effectively after the loss, and directed them other places to be comforted and ask questions. The girl explained
how the department’s reaction to the loss invalidated all of the
prayers and class devotionals and other aspects of the school’s
biblical integration because the faculty wasn’t ready with biblical counseling when the students needed it most.
Sherr was deeply affected by this girl’s story. He began
to understand the missing piece of all of the research and
studies on effective faith integration in Christian higher education. No one had gathered input from the students on
how effective faith integration was at their schools. From that
point, Huff and Sherr worked together for five years to gather
data from students and faculty at eight different faith-based
schools of eight different denominations and studied the true
effectiveness of faith integration. Sherr said this was the most
meaningful milestone of his professional career.
Sherr came to Cedarville after facing increasing pressures at Middle Tennessee State University where he had
been a chair. He was accused of being sexist based solely
on his Christian faith. He stepped down from his position
as chair so that he could focus on teaching his classes and
writing without having to worry about keeping everyone in
the department happy.
Two days after he stepped down as chair at Middle Tennessee, Cedarville called him and asked if he was interested in applying for chair of its social work department. At
first, Sherr was uncertain about many logistical factors that
would play into coming to Cedarville. However, he says God
worked everything out for him to be able to come.
Sherr is passionate about equipping Cedarville social
work students as “servants of common grace.” He is already
working on some big plans and ideas for the department.
His goal is for it “to be known as the social work program for
conservative evangelicals, unwavering in our commitment
to the inerrancy of God’s word and Jesus Christ as Lord and
Savior, biblical integration through every course.”
To accomplish this goal, he is working with the department on creating a document with nine statements for the
biblical foundation of social work as a discipline and what
that looks like at Cedarville University. The document is sitting on Sherr’s computer titled in bold red letters as “VERY
ROUGH DRAFT,” but the plan is to present a final draft at
the end of the year.
Shelby McGuire is a sophomore journalism major and Campus News Co-editor for Cedars. She enjoys working out as
well as feeding her caffeine addiction pretending that she has
her life together.
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Carrie Smith: Empowering Others
by Katie Milligan

D

riven by her personal struggles and a
strong faith, Carrie Smith is passionate about mentoring young women
through the avenue of high school teaching.
Smith, a 34-year-old senior English education major, grew up in a Christian home
with parents who regularly took her to church.
However, as Smith grew older, she became increasingly distant from God. She didn’t truly
feel a connection to the church, which led to
her abandoning her faith altogether.
“Nothing was authentic in terms of my
relationship with God,” Smith said. “I knew
what people said about Him, but I didn’t
subscribe to any of it.”
During her teenage years, Smith became angry and rebellious; her relationship with her father became strained, she
fell into harmful friend groups and became
entangled in abusive relationships starting
at the age of 15, a cycle which continued
throughout the majority of her life.
Though Smith had dreams of becoming
an art teacher, she decided not to go to college
after high school, instead attending cosmetology school to gain her license as a hairstylist.
Looking back now, she realized that
God used her career as a hairdresser to refine her character.
“That job made me who I am now,”
Smith said. “It taught me how to talk to
people, be patient with them, how to have
compassion, and how to appreciate and love
people that are different than me.”
Meanwhile, Smith married just before
she turned 21, and had her two children,
Gabe (now 13) and Bella (now 11) soon after. However, her marriage was troubled
and unhealthy. Smith recalls that she did
not have any close friends to rely on.
“Our marriage was absolutely tumultuous,” Smith said. “I don’t want to say anything negative about my ex-husband, because I forgive him, but during those years,
I felt very isolated and alone.”
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Photo taken by Kelsey Feuerhak
Carrie Smith decided to attend Cedarville
after a career as a hairstylist.
In addition, the overwhelming burden of being a mother at such a young age
weighed heavily on Smith, leading to extreme amounts of stress and depression.
At 28, Smith came to the sudden realization that her children had never attended
church and felt called to take them. While
there, Smith finally reconnected with God.
“That’s when I felt, for the first time, a
real relationship,” Smith said.
God continued to work in Smith’s life,
especially through a loyal client of hers who
continued coming to her for haircuts even
as Smith moved between four salons. The
client recommended Smith to his sister,
who quickly became Smith’s best friend.
She invited Smith to her own church, where
her parents were pastors.

“That church absolutely changed my
life,” Smith said. “That shaped my faith
[and] set the foundation to where I don’t
feel like I’ll ever turn back.”
Shortly after meeting her friend, Smith
made the decision to attend Cedarville University. Her job as a stylist and newfound
passion for others had reignited her desire
to teach. She had finished two years at Sinclair as a liberal arts major when she felt
God pushing her toward Cedarville.
“There have been profound moments
where God has made Himself really tangible, and one of those moments was when I
decided to come here,” Smith said. She is
now a senior, set to graduate this spring.
Despite encouragement from her new
church, Smith struggled to fully surrender
her life to Christ. Her marriage ended in a divorce, punctuated by the loss of Smith’s third
child just an hour after she was born. At the
same time, Smith’s son was experiencing
health issues. Though her new friend could
support her through these emotional hardships, Smith still wrestled with her faith.
“I had a really hard time transforming
my life to fit what God wanted,” she said.
Moreover, as a result of fighting personal battles, Smith and her closest friend had
a falling-out that intensified her feelings of
isolation, which she said has been the most
difficult thing she’s ever been through.
Though she felt herself slipping into a
dark place, God again provided in the form
of a caring support system at Cedarville.
Also within the past year, she has a new boyfriend who loves her children and she has
been accepted into his church, surrounding
her with a loving community.
“This is the first time in my life that I feel
peaceful, happy and content with my life,”
she said. “It is such an answer to prayer.”
Smith gives all credit to God, but also
acknowledges that the Cedarville community has greatly contributed to her success.
One of her professors in particular, Dr. Peggy Wilfong, has greatly impacted Smith.

“I can’t imagine going through all of this
without the continual encouragement and
support from the professors here,” Smith said.
Wilfong, professor of English at Cedarville, taught Smith in several challenging
English courses and is one of her greatest
advocates.
“I have always greatly admired her,”
Wilfong said, “She is very well respected
among the faculty, and is one of the most
diligent people I’ve ever taught.
She also encourages other non-traditional students like Smith to reach out to a
trusted faculty member for support.
“When I saw Carrie, I wanted to make
sure she felt at home,” Wilfong said. “How
can we not be welcoming? God wants [everyone] to feel accepted and beloved.”
She looks forward to seeing where God
leads Smith in the future.
“I can’t speak highly enough of her,”
Wilfong said. “If I had a young daughter, I
would want her to learn from Carrie. If ever
you could see a picture of God as a God of
second or third chances, here it is, so why
not celebrate that?”
Smith has developed a passion through
her own experiences for mentoring young
girls.
“Because of everything I’ve been
through, I just want to empower girls to
seek their identity in the Lord,” she said.
“I want girls to know what they deserve in
relationships, and that they shouldn’t be focused on or defined by relationships.”
Going forward, Smith hopes to work in
a high school after completing her master’s
degree.
“I’m trying not to plan, because I don’t
want to be in charge of it,” Smith said. “God
has taught me never to rely on my own understanding and to trust Him. The more I
lean into that, the stronger I feel.”
Katie Milligan is a sophomore English major.
She enjoys eating pasta, taking Polaroid photos and playing with her dachshund, Audrey.
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The Inklings
New creative writing organization provides a safe place to share and critique ideas
by Kaileigh Willis

T

he Inklings is Cedarville University’s new creative writing organization. Named after the literary discussion
group that included famous writers such as C.S. Lewis
and J.R.R. Tolkien, The Inklings is simply a safe place for students to come once a week and write, free from distractions.
A typical meeting begins at 6:30 p.m. on Wednesdays
with an informative writing video. After the video, people
are encouraged to allow their creativity to flow. Some students write stories while others pen poems or work on developing plot and character ideas. Members are encouraged
to write at their own pace as instrumental music plays and
coffee and tea are offered at every meeting.
Nate Lloyd, a sophomore industrial design major and
the president of The Inklings, said he loves to relax at Telemetry Coffee Roasters in downtown Cedarville and wanted to create a similar atmosphere.
“We want to give people an outlet to work on creative
writing,” he said. “[We want to] provide that same weekly opportunity to relax, share ideas, give feedback and improve as writers.”
Throughout the night, some writers have the opportunity to break off into small groups to share what they’ve
been working on and receive constructive criticism from the
other students. However, the org is low commitment. Members are not pressured to share any of their work if they do
not want to, and they may come when they can and leave
when they must.
The org is also making a document on Google Drive
where people can post their work and receive feedback
throughout the week.
Although Cedarville University boasts over 130 student
organizations, until this year, the university did not have a
student organization for creative writers. This is exactly why
Lloyd created The Inklings.
Lloyd said he first noticed the absence of a creative writing org on campus toward the end of last semester when he
decided to focus more on his hobbies. He searched for a community of fellow creative writers to support and encourage
him and his writing. When he couldn’t find one on campus,
he decided to start a creative writing org himself.
“[Writing] is a way to express my daily thoughts, and it
evolved into a weekly way to dump out all that information
in a constructive way,” Lloyd said.
Last semester, Lloyd and the vice president of the creative
writing org, Brian Wright, a sophomore professional writing major, hung promotional posters for support and found
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around 10-15 students interested in the org. With students already responding positively to the idea of a community for creative writers, Lloyd spoke with Dr. Melissa Faulkner, associate
professor of English and the org’s advisor, and worked over the
summer to ensure that The Inklings would officially be added
to Cedarville’s list of student organizations this semester.
To Nick Baldwin, sophomore professional writing major and The Inkling’s organizational manager, a creative
writing org on campus seemed obvious.
“Creative writing orgs are at a lot of other schools,” he
said. “There is usually some kind of a club — a place for writers to go and communicate. It’s weird to come to a college
and not see a creative writing org.”
It seems as though other students felt the same way.
After the involvement fair in August, around 50 students
showed an interest in The Inklings. Twenty to 30 students
of different majors and backgrounds attend each meeting.
These literary creators spend time together every week
to craft various forms of creative writing, from poems, to
books, to song lyrics.
In the future, The Inklings would love to invite faculty
members to teach certain writing skills during their weekly
meetings. These faculty members would provide hands-on
workshops for students to strengthen their writing abilities.

Residential
M.Div.

M.Min.

Sophomore professional writing and information design major Abby Shaffer said she enjoys the meetings because it’s a consistent meeting that she can set aside every
week from homework. As a person who loves to write and
receives a personal joy from writing, Shaffer thinks that this
org is great because it gives her the accountability to make
time for something that nourishes her soul.
Social media manager for The Inklings and sophomore
visual communication design major Alexis Long also loves
to write. She believes that writing is a form of art and enjoys
how helpful The Inklings is in giving her the time and incentive to express herself through the written word.
“I’d had a lot of story ideas in the past, but it was very
hard to get motivated and put the work in,” Long said.
“With this org, I feel more motivated and inspired to be creative and write.”
Students can learn more about The Inklings on Instagram and Facebook under the handle @inklingswritingorg.
Kaileigh Willis a sophomore professional writing and information design major and arts and entertainment writer for Cedars. When she is not taking care of her many
house plants, she is most likely scheming about how she
can single-handedly save the elephants.
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Ready to take the next step?

We’ve created accelerated completion plans for 10 popular majors (with more on the way!)
that allow you to complete your bachelor’s degree and an M.B.A. in as little as four years,
saving you time and money. Interested in a different grad program? Talk to your advisor
about customizing a plan just for you!
Access the free, fast-track application just for Cedarville students:

cedarville.edu/gradapply
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Music Review: ‘Look Up Child’
Cedars looks at Lauren Daigle’s newest album
by Lauren McGuire

album. Daigle sings about the importance of who God says
she is and how that impacts her life. Not only is the song
catchy, but it also has lyrics that speak to the identity of
Christians. This song reminds her listeners that they are
loved, strong and held because of Christ, and because of
that, they can give Him everything and trust Him fully. The
title track “Look Up Child” includes a chorus that says “I
hear you say, look up child.” The repetition between the two
songs ties the entire album together well.
The album mixes feelings, earthiness and emotional
lyrics of worship. The album begins with intensely rhythmed
songs and then by the end of the album, “Inevitable” and
“Turn Your Eyes Upon Jesus” turn to mellow songs that
may put one to sleep with soothing lyrics.
There are a few songs such as “Love Like This” which
effectively mix both elements together and others like “You
Say” that are completely soulful. Daigle completely hit the
mark when attempting to create not just a worship album,
but something that invites people in to experience love,
hope and joy in Christ.

“L

ook Up Child” has been a long awaited follow-up
to Lauren Daigle’s debut album “How Can It
Be,” released in 2015. Daigle’s voice resembles
Adele’s: an impressive range mixed with soulful influences.
“Still Rolling Stones” is the engaging opener to the
album, a track whose beat resembles that of Adele’s hit
“Rumor Has It.” Her gap in album releases mirrors the approach of Adele, taking a few years in between releases of
music to deal with things in her personal life. She is now
known on social media as the “Christian Adele.”
Daigle’s album focuses a lot on the joy, love and hope
that comes from knowing Christ. Her lyrics capture a modern emotion while also maintaining a solid theology, something that sets her apart from other artists. The purpose of
her album was to create music that is compelling and inviting to everyone, even those who aren’t Christian.
She does this as she expresses the freedom found in
Christ, an idea that is highlighted in her song “Losing My
Religion.” She sings that, instead of being an “actor on a
stage,” she describes the freedom that comes when she no
longer “performs out of fear” and how God’s love is greater
than the love that could come from anyone else. Her song
“Remember” highlights the goodness of God and His faith-

by Callahan Jones

L

auren Daigle’s newest project, “Look Up Child,” is a
lyrically worshipful 51 minutes with about eight minutes of unique musical concepts. We find all eight
of these minutes of the two styles on the album in the first
two songs, “Still Rolling Stones” and “Rescue.” Past these
tracks, the rest of the album falls flat.
“Still Rolling Stones” quickly reveals itself to be a peppy worship song driven by large piano chords and some
hype call-and-response with backup singers. It focuses
on an optimistic message: no matter what is happening,
we know that God is still working and saving people from
their sin.
“Rescue” is a slow, plodding affair with methodical and
emotional strings. The only other instrument present is a
piano, which makes up the melodic backbone of the track.
There are also background singers on this song, which come
in as a chorus whenever something needs to be emphasized.
The message is one of salvation, from Christ’s perspective.
In this way, Daigle reminds us that God is always there to
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fulness. The title “Love Like This” poetically describes how
Christ completely contrasts mankind, a warm song that invites the listener into the presence of Jesus.
“You Say” is one of the most notable songs from the

Lauren McGuire is a sophomore professional writing and
information design major and writer for Cedars. She loves
birthday cake ice cream, watching “The Office” and latenight runs.

save us and always hears our prayers.
Both of these songs have quality, worshipful lyrics and
are, at points, sonically interesting as well. However, the rest
of the songs on the album follow one of the two musical patterns set by these songs, either hip and upbeat like “Still Rollings Stones” or deliberate and emotional like “Rescue.” Some
break this mold … by moving slowly through the verses and
being hype through the choruses and maybe the bridge.
“You Say,” the breakout radio hit, easily falls into the
second camp, being a string-and-voice-driven slow mover. “Look Up Child” is a quick moving, optimistic song that
turns away from its riffing guitars and conga-driven beat for
the bridge, where it slows down a bit, before returning to the
chorus and its upbeat mood.
“Turn Your Eyes Upon Jesus,” a remake of the classic
hymn, is perhaps the most interesting song on the album
from a musical perspective, turning into a more jazzy tune.
It does this through the use of a faster tempo, quick guitar
hits and interesting chords and riffs from the piano. Daigle
also takes refreshing freedom with the traditional rhythm
of the lyrics.

With all that said about the music, at its core, Daigle’s
album is lyrically correct in all the right ways. In most of
the songs on “Look Up Child,” she is either contrite about
sin, or praising God for what He’s done on Earth or singing
about how and why Christians have the hope that we do.
It is a worship album, and it succeeds at doing just that,
being worshipful. The two musical styles present will do
well to reach to a large part of the audience that already enjoys contemporary Christian music. But that just leads me
to call this album what I think it is: lazy. It pairs powerful
lyrics with mainly simple string and piano parts to incite
emotion and make it easily digestible.
A worship song is made up of two parts, the lyrics and
the music that is underneath those lyrics. Unfortunately,
Daigle’s “Look Up Child” only brings half of this to the table.
Callahan Jones is a senior journalism major and the Digital and Design editor for Cedars. In his free time, he enjoys
making coffee, being overly critical about music and playing games with friends.
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A Strong Foundation
A behind-the-scenes look at HeartSong’s latest EP
by Zach Krauss

C

edarville’s HeartSong challenges
society’s conceptions of the fundamentals with their new EP, “Foundations.”
In May of 2018, HeartSong, Cedarville’s team of traveling worship bands,
released “Foundations.” The band recorded each song during a live performance in
March.
Production started at the beginning of
the academic year. The production team
chose a theme and selected songs to match
that theme before the band began preparing.
Foundations contains six songs with
hymns like “Before the Throne of God
Above” and “Doxology,” but it also features
more upbeat and modern worship songs
such as “For All My Days” and “O Praise the
Name.” This EP is significantly shorter than
their past 10-song albums.
Jim Cato, executive director of HeartSong ministries, said the reduction in the
number of songs is because of requests from
students and attendees of the camps they
visit each summer.
“Over the past few summers, we’ve
been getting more and more requests for
the bands to replay certain songs so the students can hear them again,” Cato said. “So
going into this year ... we thought it would
be better to focus on a few songs and make
sure that they would work really well with
the theme we went with.”
Once the songs for the album are selected, the teams each begin arranging the
songs to make them unique to HeartSong.
This process involves writing parts for the
instrumentalists as well as adjusting the
vocals to fit each team.
Arranging allows the teams to really
get to know the songs they’re preparing
before performing them live. As the teams
arrange, they listen and figure out which
songs fit best for each team, they work on
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Image provided by Heartsong
HeartSong’s Newest album art. Each song on the album was recorded during a live
performance in March. “The best part about the process is the live recording itself,” Andrew
Hile said. “There’s a lot of work that goes into it on the front side, but the purpose of what we
do is to serve Christ, and the live recording is an awesome opportunity to do that.”
and practice these pieces until the live performance in the spring.
The live performance is open not only
to the student body at Cedarville, but also
to camps and churches that HeartSong has
visited and played for in the past. Recording in front of a live audience showcases
that the EP is meant for community worship.
Many HeartSong members have said
that their favorite part of the whole process
was doing the live recording.
Andrew Hile, senior Bible major and
master of divinity student, discussed the
significance of the spring performance.

“The best part about the process is the
live recording itself,” Hile said. “There’s a
lot of work that goes into it on the front side,
but the purpose of what we do is to serve
Christ, and the live recording is an awesome
opportunity to do that.”
Once the recording has finished, all
that is left is to edit the audio. Andrew
King, audio production coordinator at Cedarville, helped to edit the audio before
sending it off to a post-production audio production company to finish the last
touches.
The teams have been extremely excited about the reactions of the students to the

music they’ve played while on tour.
“I realized, as we were playing these
songs over the summer, that there were a
lot of students who really clung onto these
lyrics,” Chris O’Mara, a fifth-year master
divinity student, said. “There are things
that these kids are struggling with that Cedarville students are sometimes terrified to
even think about, and the fact that we get to
interact with that and speak to that through
our music has been incredible.”
O’Mara said that it was helpful to talk
with students at the camps about the lyrics
of the songs and why they were impactful.
This helped them to start true, Gospel-oriented conversations that can lead students
in a good direction.
“They know that if they talk to us
there we’re not going to tell anyone and
there won’t be any serious repercussions,”
O’Mara said. “So they’ll open up to us about
their struggles, and it’s a really good chance
for us to use the songs as a touchpoint for
the rest of Scripture.”
Ashlynn (Kelly) Robinette, assistant
director for HeartSong Ministries, said that
“Foundations” is meant to establish a base
of rich theology and concepts about our
never-changing God.
“So much about the lives of high
school students in our culture today is
unsure, unsteady, and in a lot of ways, insecure,” Robinette said. “Our goal was to
remind them of the truth that Jesus will
never leave them, forsake them, or break
His promises.”
“Foundations” was used for the HeartSong tour in the summer of 2018 and will
continue being used during the 2018-2019
school year and 2019 summer tour as the
teams work on the next EP.
Zach Krauss is a senior pharmacy/music
double major from central Texas and campus reporter for Cedars. He loves music,
theatre, biology, community, and meeting
new people.
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Kraatz Uses Extra Year of Eligibility to Play Soccer
by Tim Miller

W

hen Evan Kraatz finished his collegiate basketball career at Cedarville last spring, he was able
to do something very few athletes get to do: win
the final game of his career. The Yellow Jackets won their final regular-season game and just missed out on the G-MAC
Conference Tournament,. So Kraatz got to enjoy the sweet
taste of victory as his final athletic memory.
But in late March, Kraatz received an email from Brett
Faro, Cedarville’s head men’s soccer coach.
After inadvertently showcasing his talent in intramurals, Kraatz caught the eye of Faro. Faro was interested in
adding Kraatz to his 2018 squad, and Kraatz had a couple of
classes to finish through the fall semester.
“We knew about Evan’s ability as a soccer player when
he was coming in to Cedarville,” Faro said. “He was a highly
successful player in high school and had options to play at
the collegiate level in soccer.”
Kraatz grew up a talented three-sport athlete, finding
success in basketball, soccer and baseball. The fifth-year senior has a state championship title to his name, along with
multiple regional final appearances.
While basketball and soccer became his two most loved
sports, one sport held a special place in his heart.
“I worked on basketball a lot harder,” Kraatz said. “In the
offseason I was working on basketball. I always had people say
I was too small to play basketball, and that motivated me.”
The Allen Park, Michigan, native received a full scholarship from an NAIA school to play soccer, but the atmosphere and time he put into basketball led him to Cedarville.
After mulling over Faro’s offer and talking with his
family, Kraatz decided to train with the team. Kraatz hadn’t
played legitimate competitive soccer since high school, so
jumping from leading Cedarville’s basketball team to feeling out if he’d even fit on a Division II soccer team was far
from a typical situation.
Returning to soccer after a four-year hiatus wasn’t the most
natural transition, Kraatz said, and he emphasized he still needed to make the team.
“It was weird,” Kraatz said. “I just went from playing
basketball to training for soccer, which I hadn’t played for
years. I was like, how did I get here?”
After working out with the team, Kraatz proved gifted
enough to join the roster. While basketball and soccer are
similar in that they both require plenty of stamina, Kraatz
said the endurance needed is pretty opposite in comparison.
“Basketball is side to side, you’re 100 percent all the
time,” he said. “In soccer, you’re moving all the time. It’s
just a different type of conditioning.”
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As a fifth-year senior, Evan Kraatz has taken to playing soccer again after a long hiatus.
Kraatz lost weight and also had to adjust to the different personalities on the two teams. While Kraatz might as
well have been a coach on the basketball court in his senior
year as a captain, he’s been less of a leader on the field and
more of a mentor to younger players.
“For basketball, it was being vocal,” Kraatz said. “Coach
would communicate with me and I’d tell them what he
wanted. For soccer, we didn’t have a captain. This year I feel
like I’m more just pouring into freshmen because you just
want some older guys to ask how things are going.”
Faro said he’s been proud of the way Kraatz has jumped
into his position this season, especially with a bigger team
and so many new faces.
“Evan brings a quiet leadership and a maturity about
him,” Faro said. “He is a competitor and his drive to get better and have success pushes those around him to excel as
well.”
While Kraatz found the back of the net within the first
10 games of the season, Faro said he had some reservations
going into the season with Kraatz dealing with such a long
layoff from soccer.
“There was certainly a concern with him not having
played for four years,” Faro said. “His athleticism, strength,
speed, and drive to compete are all things we really admire
in him and I think areas that he has really embraced in his
ability to impact this team on the field.”
Success has come on the field individually for Kraatz.
He has started multiple times and plays meaningful min-

Photo by Scott Huck

utes in every match. Further, the team is enjoying a winning
record.
Kraatz said he was concerned about team chemistry
coming into the season. A fifth-year senior picking up soccer for the first time since Flappy Bird was in the Apple App
Store may not bode well for a well-established soccer team.
However, the team welcomed Kraatz, and nobody seemed
to care about a reduction in playing time due to Kraatz’ arrival.
“It just shows the integrity of the team,” Kraatz said.
“They care for the team and put winning above themselves.
I’ve been on teams where they hate each other just because
they want to play over each other but it hasn’t been anything
close to that here.”
With just a couple weeks left in the season, Cedarville is
jostling for positioning in the G-MAC. Kraatz has been a huge
addition to the team, and Faro said he doesn’t regret adding
the former basketballer and defensive stalwart to the roster.
“We’re happy to have Evan with us,” Faro said. “It’s a
very unique situation and not one we typically would explore but Evan is willing to put the team first. Evan has navigated the entire process seamlessly and has consistently
worked to integrate himself well into the team well.”
Tim Miller is a junior marketing major and sports editor
for Cedars. He enjoys having a baby face, knowing too
much about supplemental insurance, and striving to perfect the optimal combination of Dwight Schrute and Ron
Swanson.
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Former D-I Volleyball Coach Finds Way to CU
by Josh Stevens

“N

ever stop learning. Never stop
improving.” That’s the motto
for new Cedarville women’s
volleyball coach Greg Smith.
Smith grew up in Rochester, Indiana,
and had to learn volleyball through an unusual route.
He first got into sports through his
father, who coached basketball. His first
knowledge of volleyball came from watching his high school girls’ team. He went to
Westmont College in California to play tennis but had a desire for volleyball.
“I picked up playing volleyball on the
beach, did some indoor as well,” Smith said.
But Smith could not play for the club
volleyball team because of tennis. He also
became a student assistant for the men’s
basketball team, so his time for other activities was limited. Still, volleyball was always
in the back of his mind.
He graduated with a business degree
and began working for Nike but still felt like
something wasn’t right.
“I realized that wasn’t the avenue that I
felt like God was leading me down,” he said.
With a little bit of a nudge from his father, Smith went back to school to get his
secondary education degree so he could
teach and coach high school basketball. But
along the way, God again intervened. At the
University of Indianapolis, where Smith was
studying, a coaching opportunity presented
itself. The volleyball program was looking for
a new assistant coach, and Smith applied.
“I just said, ‘We’ll see what happens,’”
he remembered.
He got the position, and it was just what
he needed to launch his coaching career.
Through networking and being a part
of several volleyball camps throughout the
country, Smith began to make his name
known. His next stop was at Hofstra University as an assistant coach, then he moved
to Ohio State.
His first head coaching job came in
2000, when the Hokies of Virginia Tech
hired Smith. After a brief stint at Notre
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Dame as an assistant, he became Toledo’s
head coach in 2009.
Though it took Smith a while to get into
the coaching world, he never gave up on his
dream. He cites former Ohio State head volleyball coach Jim Stone as one of his biggest
influences. Stone taught Smith to “never
stop learning, never stop improving.”
“We would go to coaching clinics, other team’s courts to watch and listen,” Smith
said.
One day, Smith asked Stone why he
would do this when Stone was already such
a successful coach.
“Because I can still learn,” Stone said.
That affected Smith in a tremendous
way, and he uses that philosophy now as a
head coach.
Smith also had several other influences,
including legendary coaches John Wooden,
and Tony Dungy.
“There’s so many influences, it’d be hard
to name them all,” Smith said with a smile.
With an urge to still coach, Smith had
trouble finding a new gig.
He applied to Cedarville, thinking this
would be his last shot. And again, the Lord
came through. Now in a Christian environment, Smith has the opportunity to coach
the game he loves, but he also has a chance
to serve in a deeper way.
“I’m not looking for a legacy,” Smith
said. “I want to continue to build on previous coaches’ success, I want to continue to
build our players’ relationship with Christ.”
Even as a successful coach who’s been
across the country, Smith is not worried
about wins or losses. He’s more concerned
about his team’s character.
“I have a responsibility to continue
what has been established here,” Smith said.
“And to make sure it continues to grow.”
In coaching, and in life, Smith’s message has remained clear: “Never stop learning. Never stop improving.”
Josh Stevens is a junior journalism major
and sports writer for Cedars. He enjoys
rooting for the Tennessee Titans and listening to old-school music.
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Volleyball coach Greg Smith seeks to serve Christ and his players through his coaching.

(937) 766-9852
105 W Xenia Ave,
Cedarville, OH 45314

From oil changes to brake jobs we have proudly
served the Cedarville community for over ten
years.
Free shuttle service for University students!
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Homecoming

Photos by Macy Wymer

Volunteers give out balloons during the parade on Saturday morning.
Mr. and Miss Cedarville, Ray Tiell and Kimmy Powell, smile their way through the parade.

Volunteers carry the Homecoming and Parents Weekend banner through the parade in downtown Cedarville.

